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Aumann at a glance

TARGET
Market leader for intelligent electromobility
production solutions

FOCUS
Innovation and development partner of the automotive
industry for the transformation towards electromobility

KNOW-HOW
Decades of experience in the realization of
individual production solutions for fully automated
and high-quality serial production

BUSINESS MODEL
Development, project planning and implementation
of turnkey production lines for the electric
powertrain, energy storage and electrification
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Aumann drives the E-mobility transformation

Right strategy

Global customers

Fully automated E-mobility
production lines …

… based on modular machines …

Business transformation*
… leveraging know-how from Aumann’s
Classic segment

28%

37%
73%

64%

49%

61%

72%

63%
27%
2016A

36%

39%

2017A

2018A
Classic

* Segment share in order intake in %, all 2021 figures in this presentation are preliminary figures

2019A

51%

2020A

2021P

E-mobility
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Strategic focus based on megatrends

Megatrends

Specific
Trends

Aumann
Product know-how
E-drivetrain

Aumann
Process know-how

Winding

Assembly

Energy storage / conversion

Welding

Automation

Measuring
&
Testing

Electrification

Software

Service
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Three key areas contribute to E-mobility growth

Regulation

The starting point

Technology
The revolution

Consumer

Emotions drive demand



Stringent emission targets



Continuing cost decrease



Lifestyle factor



Purchase incentives



Battery electric range increase



Environmental protection



Tax benefits



Better charging infrastructure



Wider choice of EV models



Vehicle access restrictions



Autonomous driving



Mobility on demand

Traditional OEMs’ installed EV capacity with massive headroom to grow

Annual global EV* registrations

Annual global vehicle sales of selected OEM’s

in thousand units

in thousand units and share in %
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4%
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8%
BMW

ICE
Source: Data Service Renewable Energies | * EV = Electric vehicles, includes Battery-electric vehicles (BEV) and Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV)

6%
Daimler

BEV & PHEV

3%
Renault

Manufacturers push electrification of their fleets

50 % of all new sales electrified by 2030
More than 80 % of all models electrified by 2030

New models purely electric from 2026, combustion engine phase-out until 2033
50 % of all new sales electrified by 2030
All newly launched vehicle architectures electric-only from 2025 onwards
65 % of all new sales electrified by 2025
50 % of total vehicle sales electrified by 2030, one new electrified product annually
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EV sales will accelerate further with EV components gaining importance

Expected vehicle sales worldwide

Market share of automotive components

in million units and share in %

93
85

90

95

98

in %

>100
25%

26%

35%

75

52%

47%
60%
75%

93%

48%

88%
53%
40%

2018

2020

Domain control unit
Head-up displays
Sensors

2022e 2024e 2026e 2028e 2030e

Classic drivetrain

37%

Stable components

11%

Sunset commodities

26%

25%
12%





75%
65%

7%

Growing components
 Hybrid transmission
 Battery, BMS, Inverter

2019

2030e

Alternative drivetrain

Sources: Boston Consulting Group, own calculations and forecast | McKinsey Center for Future Mobility
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Aumann’s innovation competence is the foundation for success

System
know-how

Process
know-how

Product
know-how
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Preliminaries 2021
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Aumann has seen a dynamic progress in 2021

E-mobility order intake more than doubled year-over-year to €169 million

Several large scale orders prove excellent positioning in battery technology

Group revenue at roughly €161 million in line with guidance

Order backlog of €176 million at the highest level since March 2019

Strong corporate setup and solid financial basis with liquidity of more than €100 million
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Dynamic order intake growth continued during the course of 2021

Order intake

E-mobility order intake

in € million

in € million

>100%

+50%

169

236
Segment
split

157
169

>70%
80

80

77

68

2020A

2021P

<30%
2020A

E-mobility
All 2021 figures in this presentation are preliminary figures

2021P

Classic
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Aumann delivers on its E-mobility strategy

E-mobility order intake

Order intake share

in € million

in %

169
+27% p.a.

102

113

27%

119
2016A

80
73%

51

2016A

2017A

2018A

2019A

2020A

2021P
>70%

2021P

E-mobility
All 2021 figures in this presentation are preliminary figures

<30%

Classic
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Revenue slightly below 2020 but order backlog will push going forward

Revenue

Order backlog

in € million

in € million

>70%

-7%
173

176
161

109

Segment
split

98

2/3

103
50

64

63

2020A

2021P

Dec 2020

E-mobility
All 2021 figures in this presentation are preliminary figures

1/3

53

Dec 2021P

Classic
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Revenue and EBITDA will significantly improve 2022

Revenue

EBITDA

in € million

in % of revenue

>20%

-1.8%

+4-5%

2021P

2022
Guidance

>200

161

98

63

2021P

E-mobility

2022
Guidance
Classic

All 2021 figures in this presentation are preliminary figures
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Technology
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Increasing demand for battery system production solutions

Share of electric vehicles in use

Demand for battery systems

in Germany in %

in GWh per year

+170%
24%

2,623

11%
971

0%

1%

2018

2019

184

1%
2020

Sources: Handelsblatt, KBA, Autohaus.de | McKinsey

2025e

2030e

2018

282

2020

2025e

2030e
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Aumann expands portfolio for battery systems production solutions

Battery pack assembly
Large project
pack assembly

Final assembly line for
battery packs

Production line for
manufacturing
battery boxes
Pack assembly for
PHEV battery
First assembly line for
battery modules

Full-scale assembly and end-ofline functional testing of battery
systems

Battery module assembly
High precision handling,
electrical contacting and testing
of battery cells

Battery box assembly
Novel joining processes for the
bonding of material pairings
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Battery pack assembly requires deep system, product and process know-how

Housing cover

Battery management unit

Battery modules

Cooling system

Battery box
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Aumann moves forward in the market for battery system production

Reference turn-key
production lines for
premium passenger
car and commercial
vehicle OEMs
Strong sales
potential for
further
production
solutions due to
rapid growth in
EV volumes

Deep technological
system, process and
product knowledge
for large-scale
production solutions
State-of-the-art:
Innovative,
complex and
flexible
automated
production lines

Proven track
record as first
mover in the
market for
battery system
production

High doubledigit € million
order intake
generated in
the field of
energy storage
in 2021
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Case study “Battery pack assembly” – from passenger cars to commercial vehicles

Large scale orders for premium automotive OEM

First large scale order for commercial vehicle OEM



Aumann’s energy storage production solutions are
an essential technological pillar for a premium
OEM’s electrification path



Aumann is making a valuable technological
contribution to the climate-neutral transport of
goods and products



6,000 sqm production space, output 200k units p.a.



3,200 sqm production space, output 100k units p.a.



Five types of high-voltage batteries for PHEV and
BEV produced by more than 60 heavy-load robots



Up to five types of multi-layer battery packs of up to
1.3 tons in weight to be used in e-commercial short
and long haul vehicles

Starting with first battery activities a few years ago, Aumann became a first
address for full-scale battery system production in the premium car segment.
Aumann proves its expertise by now also delivering solutions for fully electric
commercial vehicles
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Case study “Hydrogen fuel cell” – Aumann and Proton Motor

Collaboration for serial production of fuel cells



Aumann and Proton Motor developed a machine
prototype for fuel cell production since early 2017



Now, Aumann will exclusively carry out the
expansion of the machine prototype into an
automated fuel cell stack manufacturing line used
for serial production



The machine has flexibility in geometrical ranges
and stack height and will be able to produce up to
2,500 hydrogen fuel cell units per year

Handelsblatt (24 June 2021)
Hydrogen is regarded as an energy carrier
of the future – but the automotive industry
has only brought a few models onto the
market. [...] Opportunities are said to exist
in the transport sector [...].

For more than a decade, Aumann is a valued R&D partner
with deep technological knowledge in automated serial
production solutions for fuel cells
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Key highlights of Aumann

Megatrend focus drives E-mobility business

Technological pioneer for all E-mobility production solutions

Decades of automotive experience and long-term client partnerships

Asset-light business model and highly skilled engineers

Solid financials with strong equity and net cash

www.aumann.com
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No matter who will prevail the E-mobility revolution
they will need production solutions Made by Aumann

www.aumann.com
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Contact

Aumann AG
Dieselstr. 6
48361 Beelen
Germany
www.aumann.com
Investor Relations
Tel.: +49 2586 888 7800
Fax: +49 2586 888 7805
Email: ir@aumann.com
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Disclaimer
The presentation, including any printed or electronic copy of these slides, the talks given by the presenters, the information communicated during any delivery of the presentation and any question and
answer session and any document or material distributed at or in connection with the presentation (together, the “Presentation”), has been prepared by Aumann AG (the “Company”) is not an offer of
any securities or invitation to purchase securities.
The Presentation is provided for general information only and does not purport to contain all the information that may be required to evaluate the Company or the Company's shareholder, MBB SE.
The information in the Presentation is subject to updating, completion, revision and verification.
No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained or expressed in the Presentation or on the accuracy, completeness or fairness of such information and
opinions. To the extent permitted by law and regulation, no undertaking, representation or warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, MBB SE,
or any of their respective parent or subsidiary undertakings or the subsidiary undertakings of any such parent undertakings or any of their respective directors, officers, partners, employees, agents,
affiliates, representatives or advisers, or any other person, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in the Presentation.
None of the Company or MBB SE, their respective affiliates and advisers, agents and/or any other party undertakes or is under any duty to update the Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in
any such information which may become apparent or to provide you with any additional information. Save in the case of fraud, no responsibility or liability is accepted by any such person for any
errors, omissions or inaccuracies in such information or opinions or for any loss, cost or damage suffered or incurred, however arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of, as a result of the reliance
on, or otherwise in connection with, the Presentation. In addition, no duty of care or otherwise is owed by any such person to recipients of the Presentation or any other person in relation to the
Presentation.
The Presentation includes statements that are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. The words “believes”, “expects”, “may”, “will”, “could”, “should”, “shall”, “risk”, “intends”,
“estimates”, “aims”, “plans”, “predicts”, “continues”, “assumes”, “positioned” or “anticipates” and similar expressions (or their negative) identify certain of these forward-looking statements. These
statements are based on the current views, expectations and assumptions of the management of the Company and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results,
performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those described in such statements due
to, among other things, changes in the general economic and competitive environment, risks associated with capital markets, currency exchange rate fluctuations and competition from other
companies, changes in international and national laws and regulations, in particular with respect to tax laws and regulations, affecting the Company and other factors. The Company does not assume
any obligations to update any forward- looking statements.
The Presentation includes statistics, data and other information relating to markets, market sizes, market shares, market positions and other industry data pertaining to the Company's business and
markets. Unless otherwise indicated, such information is based on analysis by the Company of multiple sources, including certain studies commissioned from third parties (the “Market Reports”). The
Market Reports may include and be based on, amongst other things, information obtained from primary interviews and field visits conducted by third parties with industry experts and participants, third
parties’ secondary market research and internal financial and operational information supplied by, or on behalf of, the Company, as well as information obtained from (i) data providers; (ii) industry
associations and country organisations; and (iii) publicly available information from other sources, such as information publicly released by the Company’s competitors. To the extent available, the
industry, market and competitive position data contained in the Presentation has come from official or third-party sources. Third-party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the
data contained in them have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that each of
these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable source, the Company has not independently verified the data contained therein. In addition, certain of the industry, market
and competitive position data contained in the Presentation come from the Company’s own internal research and estimates based on the knowledge and experience of the Company’s management in
the markets in which the Company operates. While the Company believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions,
have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change without notice. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry,
market or competitive position data contained in the Presentation. All projections, valuations and statistical analyses are provided to assist the recipient in the evaluation of the matters described in the
Presentation. They may be based on subjective assessments and assumptions and may use one among alternative methodologies that produce different results and, to the extent that they are based
on historical information, they should not be relied upon as an accurate prediction of future performance.
The distribution of this Presentation in certain jurisdictions is restricted by law. Therefore, it must not be distributed, published or reproduced (in whole or in part) or disclosed by its recipients to any
other person for any purpose, other than with the consent of the Company. All trademarks remain the property of their respective owners. By accepting receipt of, attending any delivery of, or
electronically accessing, the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the above limitations and conditions and, in particular, you represent, warrant and undertake to the Company that: (i) you will not
forward the Presentation to any other person or reproduce or publish this document, in whole or in part, for any purpose; and (ii) you have read and agree to comply with the contents of this notice.
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